3 doff high pallet to a 4 high configuration

- Saves you space
- Less material handling
- Reduces waste

4 High pallet dimensions:
- Height: 123cm
- Width: 114cm
- Length: 114cm

Our 4 high pallet design

33% MORE
fiberglass in the standard 45in x 45in (114cm x 114cm) pallet footprint. Our new 4 high doff configuration increases the fiberglass material weight by nearly 700 pounds/pallet.

64 DOFFS/PALLET
The number of doffs per layer will remain the same at 16, in a 4 by 4 square with our 2-end run out.

MORE LBS.
within your distribution center, manufacturing site, or tractor trailer with NO CHANGE to your current floor space.

Updated packaging

Structural honeycomb lid
Supports double stacking for static storage

Board corners
Avoids pressure being placed on the doffs, preventing collapsing

New Strap
Reinforces the additional layer of doffs

MORE DOFFS
means reduced material handling and increased efficiencies.

REDUCED PALLET TURNOVERS ANNUALLY
Can save a half-day of saved time and labor over a year, so you can spend more time producing parts and less time re-splicing and moving pallets. Baseline for a 100,000 lb/year chop cell.

The new 4 High configuration will be available in the 2400 and 3000 tex for both OptiSpray® (Roving) and OptiSpray® F (Roving).
The current configuration of 3 high pallets will remain available.

At Owens Corning, we remain committed to sustainability efforts. This not only applies to our products that are used within wind, transportation, and insulation, but also applies to reducing your packaging footprint. So… join us… and let’s make the composites industry more productive, efficient and less wasteful.